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Protection and vulnerability in urban 
contexts: the case of refugees 
in Rio de Janeiro
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Introduction

Part of the “humanitarian landscape” of cities in the Global South is increasingly marked 

CZ� UIF� QSFTFODF� PG� QFPQMF� JOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ� EJTQMBDFE� CZ� DPOnJDU� BOE�PS� CZ�NBTTJWF�

violation of human rights. Regarded as a complimentary and integrated dimension 

of the international regime for the protection of individuals and groups - alongside 

international human rights law and international humanitarian law - international refugee 

law has been characterized by strong protection norms with widespread acceptance 

by UN Members States. However, international refugee law has also been marked 

CZ� JODSFBTJOH� EJGmDVMUJFT� JO� UFSNT� PG� JUT� JNQMFNFOUBUJPO� BOE� BCJMJUZ� UP� EFBM� XJUI� GPS�

FYBNQMF�QSPUSBDUFE�DPOnJDU�TJUVBUJPOT�UIF�DPNQMFY�DPOEJUJPOT�PG�QFPQMF�T�QMJHIU�BOE�

the truly global and, more often than not, urban nature of its current occurrence.

Brazil and Rio de Janeiro have had a troubled engagement with refugee populations 

and with the international regime. It was only in the past twenty years that federal, 

provincial and municipal governments have started to pay attention to their problems, 

GPTUFSJOH�QBSUOFSTIJQT�XJUI�DJWJM�TPDJFUZ�BOE�JODSFBTJOH�#SB[JM�T�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�QSPmMF�JO�

humanitarian protection discussions internationally. Even though the presence in the 

DPVOUSZ�PG�QFPQMF�nFFJOH�QFSTFDVUJPO�EBUFT�CBDL�UP�UIF�MBUF�����T�BOE�FBSMZ�����T�

HPWFSONFOUBM� JOTUJUVUJPOBM�QSFTFODF�POMZ�HBJOFE�NPNFOUVN�JO�UIF�NJE�����T��.BOZ�

challenges need to be addressed when it comes to dealing with the humanitarian 

needs of refugee groups in the country and, particularly in Rio de Janeiro. Oftentimes, 

refugees and asylum seekers encounters with the city involve new and dynamic forms 

%JTDVTTJPO�1BQFS���
4FQUFNCFS�����
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of exclusion and insecurity. Increased vulnerability in the urban space combined with 

the invisibility of the issue to the host community usually results in a shrinkage of the 

humanitarian protection space in urban areas, particularly in the Global South. 

Within this context, the paper aims at describing the current landscape of humanitarian 

protection afforded to refugees in Brazil, and particularly in Rio de Janeiro. It sheds light 

into an area of humanitarian protection that has received scarce, although growing, 

attention in both policy and academic debates in Brazil and Rio de Janeiro. Residing 

mostly in impoverished and violent areas at the outskirts of Rio, refugees and asylum 

seekers are faced with great vulnerabilities and with dire integration challenges. In order 

to understand the current landscape of humanitarian protection afforded to refugees in 

#SB[JM�BOE�JO�3JP�UIF�BSUJDMF�JT�PSHBOJ[FE�JO�UISFF�TFDUJPOT��5IF�mSTU�TFDUJPO�EFTDSJCFT�UIF�

historical and normative aspects of refugee protection at the international and regional 

MFWFMT� GSPN�UIF�mSTU�BUUFNQUT� UP� SFHVMBUF�4UBUF�T� SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT� UPXBSET�SFGVHFFT� JO�

the aftermath of World Wars to the current regime inaugurated in the second half of 

the twentieth century. These processes were characterized by the active involvement 

and participation of the United Nations, particularly with the creation of United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), as well as through a growing articulation 

of states in regional fora, with Latin America being an important illustration. The second 

section discusses the emergence of a national legal and institutional structure for the 

QSPUFDUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT�JO�#SB[JM�EFTDSJCJOH�UIF�IJTUPSJDBM�FCC�BOE�nPX�QSPDFTTFT�BOE�

the procedures and policies in place regarding spontaneous and resettled refugees. 

5IF� UIJSE� TFDUJPO� BOBMZ[FT� UIF� QSPmMF� BOE� MJWJOH� DPOEJUJPOT� PG� SFGVHFF� QPQVMBUJPOT�

currently residing in the Province and city of Rio de Janeiro, according to data obtained 

GSPN�PGmDJBM�TPVSDFT� JO������� *U�QSFTFOUT�TPNF�PG� UIF�NBJO�QSPCMFNT�BOE�EJGmDVMUJFT�

regarding the protection and integration of refugees, gathered from interviews and 

informal conversations with both refugees and governmental and non-governmental 

groups working with the issue in Rio de Janeiro. The article concludes with a brief 

discussion of initiatives regarding the protection of refugees in Rio in the hope that 

increased visibility of the humanitarian problems faced by refugees and asylum-

seekers may prove to be an important step in terms of thinking collectively about 

possible solutions. 

An emerging protection regime for refugees:  

historical and normative developments

5IF� mSTU� IJTUPSJDBM� SFGFSFODF� UP� UIF� UFSN� iSFGVHFFw� EBUFT� CBDL� UP� UIF� FOE� PG� UIF�

seventeenth century, with the banishment of the Huguenots from France. In absolutist 

'SBODF� UIF� &EJDU� PG� /BOUFT� QSPNVMHBUFE� JO� ����� CZ� )FOSZ� *7� FTUBCMJTIFE� UIF�

conditions to the peaceful coexistence between French Protestants, denominated 

)VHVFOPUT�XIP�XFSF�QPMJUJDBMMZ�BOE�NJMJUBSJMZ�JOnVFOUJBM�BU�UIF�UJNF�BOE�UIF�NPOBSDIZ��

Oftentimes, 

refugees and 

asylum seekers 

encounters with 

the city involve new 

and dynamic forms 

of exclusion and 

insecurity. 
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5IF�&EJDU�IBE�SFDPHOJ[FE�UIF�)VHVFOPUT�BT�B�TQFDJmD�SFMJHJPVT�HSPVQ�BOE�HVBSBOUFFE�

the appeasement of the relationship between the Protestants and Catholics that, until 

then, threatened to undermine the French unit due to years of civil war. Subsequently, 

the persecution of the Protestants recrudesces on French territory and the Edict of 

'POUBJOFCMFBV�XIJDI�SFWPLFE�UIF�&EJDU�PG�/BOUFT�JO������BOE�XIJDI�XBT�QSPNVMHBUFE�

CZ�UIF�UIFO�NPOBSDI�-PVJT�9*7�SFQSFTFOUFE�UIF�BQFY�PG�UIJT�QSPDFTT��5IJT�QFSJPE�XBT�

marked by restrictions on the exercise of basic rights needed for the continuation of 

everyday life: forced conversion to Catholicism, the overthrow of temples and even 

CBOJTINFOU�PG�UIF�SJHIU�UP�MFBWF�PG�UIF�1SPUFTUBOU�QPQVMBUJPO�	3BF������Q���
��%FTQJUF�

attempts of territorial contention of this group by the French State, the result was the 

NBTTJWF� SFNPWBM� PG� UIF�)VHVFOPUT�� 5IF� UFSN� SFGVHFF�BU� UIBU� UJNF�XBT� nFYJCMF� BOE�

DPOUJOHFOU� CFBSJOH� MJUUMF� SFTFNCMBODF� UP� UIF�NPEFSO� DPODFQU� UIBU� EFmOFT� TQFDJmD�

characteristics and requisites for those who can apply for refugee status. In this 

context, the term refugee was “just one of several terms used to explain the political 

FDPOPNZ�PG�EJTQMBDFNFOU�JO�UIJT�QFSJPEw�	4PHVL������Q���
�BOE�JU�JT�FTUJNBUFE�UIBU�

about two hundred thousand Huguenots have sought refuge, mainly in Great Britain.

In fact, it is only in the twentieth century that states, through multilateral institutions, 

BSUJDVMBUF�B�TQFDJmD�SFHJNF�GPS� UIF�EFmOJUJPO�BOE�QSPUFDUJPO�PG� SFGVHFFT��5IJT� GBDU� JT�

KVTUJmFE�QSJNBSJMZ�CZ�UIF�VOQSFDFEFOUFE�OVNCFS�PG�QFPQMF�GPSDFE�UP�MFBWF�UIFJS�QMBDFT�

of residence and countries during the twentieth century, mainly due to numerous 

tensions and violence generated by events such as the Russian Revolution, the fall of 

the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires and the two World Wars. To give an idea, it 

JT�FTUJNBUFE�UIBU�JO�.BZ������UIFSF�XFSF�BCPVU����NJMMJPO�QFPQMF�EJTQMBDFE�JO�&VSPQF�

FYDMVEJOH�BOPUIFS����NJMMJPO�FUIOJD�(FSNBOT�BOE�GPSDFE�MBCPSFST�BMTP�EJTQMBDFE�CZ�

UIF�DPOnJDU�	6/)$3�����
��5IF�IZQFSCPMJD�EJNFOTJPOT�PG�UIF�QIFOPNFOPO�PG�GPSDFE�

displacement indicated, therefore, the need for coordination of multilateral institutional 

mechanisms that combined the efforts of several states and organizations in promoting 

TPMVUJPOT�UP�UIF�EJGmDVMUJFT�FYQFSJFODFE�CZ�UIFTF�HSPVQT�

5IF�mSTU�BUUFNQU�UP�SFHVMBUF�JOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ�UIF�TUBUVT�PG�SFGVHFFT�UPPL�QMBDF�VOEFS�UIF�

BVTQJDFT�PG� UIF�-FBHVF�PG�/BUJPOT�BGUFS� UIF�'JSTU�8PSME�8BS��5IF������$POGFSFODF�

TQPOTPSFE� CZ� UIF� -FBHVF� BEWBODFE� UIF� mSTU� JOUFSOBUJPOBM� EFmOJUJPO� PG� SFGVHFFT��

Refugees were “any person of Russian origin who is not or no longer wants to be under 

the protection of the government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and who 

IBT�OPU�BDRVJSFE�BOPUIFS�OBUJPOBMJUZw�	4PHVL������Q����
��"OE�BMTP�iBOZ�QFSTPO�PG�

Armenian origin, previously subject to the Ottoman Empire, which is not or no longer 

wants to be under the protection of the government of the Republic of Turkey and who 

IBWF�OPU�BDRVJSFE�BOPUIFS�OBUJPOBMJUZ�w�	4PHVL������Q����
�

*U�JT�OPUJDFBCMF�UIBU�EVSJOH�UIJT�QFSJPE�UIF�SFGVHFF�XBT�EFmOFE�MBSHFMZ�CZ�UIF�DSJUFSJPO�

of nationality. It was assumed that the situation in the country of nationality or habitual 
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residence provided the basis for determining the condition of insecurity experienced 

CZ�UIFTF�JOEJWJEVBMT��5IVT�GPS�FYBNQMF�EVF�UP�DPOnJDUT�CFUXFFO�"SNFOJB�BOE�5VSLFZ�

with the end of the Ottoman Empire, it was estimated that people of Armenian origin 

tended to be found in situations of forced and violent displacement.

5IF������$POWFOUJPO�3FMBUJOH�UP�UIF�4UBUVT�PG�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�3FGVHFFT�NBJOUBJOFE�UIF�

HVJEFMJOFT�FTUBCMJTIFE�CZ�UIF�$POGFSFODF�PG������UIBU�JT�B�SFGVHFF�EFmOJUJPO�CBTFE�

on nationality. Belonging to a particular national group constituted the primary criterion 

GPS�QSPUFDUJPO�VOEFS�UIF�OFXMZ�DSFBUFE�0GmDF�PG�UIF�)JHI�$PNNJTTJPOFS�PG�UIF�-FBHVF�

PG�/BUJPOT�GPS�3FGVHFFT��*O�UIF�NJE�����T�IPXFWFS�UIF�-FBHVF�PG�/BUJPOT�XBT�BMSFBEZ�

showing signs of collapse, due to the political and military changes within Europe 

UIBU� DVMNJOBUFE� JO�8PSME�8BS� **� 	���������
�� 5IF�0GmDF� PG� UIF�)JHI�$PNNJTTJPOFS�

and protection standards based on national criteria were short-lived, though the same 

DBOOPU�CF�TBJE�BCPVU�UIF�SFGVHFF�QSPCMFN��*O������UIF�BMMJFE�DPVOUSJFT�FTUBCMJTIFE�

an intergovernmental agency, the United Nations Agency for Relief and Rehabilitation 

(UNRRA) to help all individuals and families displaced by war. With the end of the war, 

the UNRRA dedicated itself to the repatriation of more than seven million displaced 

QFPQMF�	6/)$3�����
�

'SPN������UIF�DPOnJDU�CFUXFFO�UIF�4PWJFU�6OJPO�BOE�BMMJFE�DPVOUSJFT�TUBSUFE�UP�BGGFDU�

the protection and repatriation of the displaced. The UNRRA was accused by both sides 

UP�TFSWF�QPMJUJDBM� JOUFSFTUT�BOE� JO������UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�XJUIESFX�mOBODJBM�TVQQPSU�

UIBU�IBE�HVBSBOUFFE�UIF�TVSWJWBM�PG�UIF�JOTUJUVUJPO�	6/)$3�����
��5IBU�TBNF�ZFBS�UIF�

*OUFSOBUJPOBM�3FGVHFF�0SHBOJ[BUJPO�	*30
�XBT�GPVOEFE�CFDPNJOH�UIF�mSTU�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�

PSHBOJ[BUJPO�EFTJHOFE�TQFDJmDBMMZ� GPS� UIF�SFGVHFF� JTTVF��8JUI�B� UISFF�ZFBS� UFSN� UIF�

*30�IBE�B�NBOEBUF�UP�QSPWJEF�GPS�UIF�MFHBM�QSPUFDUJPO�	SFDPHOJUJPO�JEFOUJmDBUJPO�BOE�

registration) and resettlement of refugees from Europe to third countries. In this context, 

TFWFSBM�-BUJO�"NFSJDBO�DPVOUSJFT� JODMVEJOH�#SB[JM� SFDFJWFE�B�TJHOJmDBOU�OVNCFS�PG�

&VSPQFBO�SFGVHFFT�VOEFS�UIF�TQPOTPSTIJQ�PG�*30�	"OESBEF�����
�

5IF� JOUFOTJmDBUJPO�PG� UIF� JEFPMPHJDBM� UFOTJPOT�PG� UIF�$PME�8BS�BT�FWJEFODFE�CZ� UIF�

EJWJTJPO�PG�(FSNBOZ�JO���������UIF�$PNNVOJTU�WJDUPSZ�JO�$IJOB�BOE�UIF�,PSFBO�8BS�

exacerbated the crisis inside the IRO and emphasized the necessity of creating a 

OFX� JOTUJUVUJPOBM� BOE� MFHBM� GSBNFXPSL� GPS� SFGVHFFT� 	6/)$3� ����
�� *O� UIJT� DPOUFYU�

negotiations began for what would become the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Refugees (UNHCR) and for the rules of international protection of refugees that still 

QFSTJTU�UPEBZ��*O�%FDFNCFS������UIF�6/�(FOFSBM�"TTFNCMZ�BQQSPWFE�UIF�FTUBCMJTINFOU�

PG�6/)$3�BEPQUJOH�UIF�NPEFM�QSPQPTFE�CZ�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT��*O�%FDFNCFS������JU�

approved the UNHCR Statute which determined that the organization would have a 

duration of three years and that its work should be humanitarian and apolitical, avoiding 

involvement in ideological and political disputes that marked the post-War international 

FOWJSPONFOU�	6/)$3�����
�

It is noticeable that, 

during this period, 

the refugee was 

defined largely 

by the criterion of 

nationality.
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UNHCR was, in that way, established as a temporary organization with limited human 

BOE� mOBODJBM� SFTPVSDFT�� $VOMJGGF� 	����
� OPUFT� UIBU� 6/)$3�T� CVEHFU� BNPVOUFE� UP�

64��������UP�EFBM�XJUI�B�QPQVMBUJPO�PG�BCPVU����NJMMJPO�SFGVHFFT�	J�F�����64��EPMMBS�

per person). Moreover, the organization had no autonomy to raise funds (a restriction 

UIBU�MBTUFE�VOUJM� UIF�FOE�PG�UIF�����T
�OPS�IBE�QFSNJTTJPO�UP�TQFOE�TVDI�SFTPVSDFT�

EJSFDUMZ�XJUI�SFGVHFFT�	/ZFST�����
�

Concurrent with the process of constitution of the UNHCR, the United Nations 

$POWFOUJPO�PO�UIF�-FHBM�4UBUVT�PG�3FGVHFFT�XBT�BEPQUFE�JO������CFDPNJOH�UIF�NBJO�

JOUFSOBUJPOBM�MFHBM�EPDVNFOU�PO�UIF�TVCKFDU��5IF������$POWFOUJPO�EFmOFT�OPU�POMZ�XIP�

is or may be considered a refugee, but also outlines the rights and duties of states and 

UIF�SFGVHFFT�UIFNTFMWFT��"DDPSEJOH�UP�"SUJDMF���PG�UIF�$POWFOUJPO�B�SFGVHFF�JT�

any person who is outside their country of origin and unable or unwilling 

to return there or to avail themselves of its protection, on account of a 

well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular group, or political opinion.

5IF�EFmOJUJPO�PG�UIF������$POWFOUJPO�JNQPTFT�UIVT�TPNF�GVOEBNFOUBM�DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT�

for a person to be recognized as a refugee. Firstly, she must have crossed an international 

border and be outside of their country of origin or habitual residence. Secondly, the 

SFGVHFF�NVTU�IBWF�B�XFMM�GPVOEFE�GFBS�PG�QFSTFDVUJPO�JF�TIF�NVTU�IBWF�B�KVTUJmFE�GFBS�

that individuals or groups, governmental or not, may violate or have already infringed 

VQPO�UIFJS�CBTJD�SJHIUT��*O�UIJT�DBTF�UIF�KVTUJmDBUJPO�JT�BTTFTTFE�BDDPSEJOH�UP�PCKFDUJWF�

criteria (in particular, the conditions of the country of origin regarding the nature of 

UIF�DPOnJDU�BOE�IVNBO� SJHIUT�WJPMBUJPOT
�BOE�TVCKFDUJWF� 	MJOLFE� UP� UIF�OBSSBUJWF�BOE�

trajectory of the individual seeking international protection). It is important to note that 

the displacement must have a forced nature: she is compelled to leave her country for 

reasons beyond her will. Thirdly, the persecution must be linked to one of the causes 

TQFDJmFE� JO� UIF� EFmOJUJPO� GPS� FYBNQMF� BTQFDUT� MJOLFE� UP� SBDJBM� FUIOJD� PS� SFMJHJPVT�

traits of the refugee. The criterion of belonging to a particular social group allows the 

JODMVTJPO�PG�PUIFS�DPOUFNQPSBSZ�XBZT�PG�QFSTFDVUJPO�VOTQFDJmFE�XIFO�UIF�$POWFOUJPO�

XBT�ESBGUFE�� *O� JU� mUT� GPS� FYBNQMF� QFSTFDVUJPO� GPS� SFBTPOT� PG� HFOEFS� 	XPNFO�BOE�

IPNPTFYVBMT
�DPNNPO�JO�UIF�EZOBNJDT�PG�BSNFE�DPOnJDU�UPEBZ��'JOBMMZ�JU�TIPVME�CF�

OPUFE�UIBU�UIF�EFmOJUJPO�PG�B�SFGVHFF�JT�BDDPSEJOH�UP�UIF������$POWFOUJPO�JOEJWJEVBM��

5IF�SFGVHFF�DMBJN�TIPVME�CF�EPOF�CZ�UIF�QFSTPO�XIP�JT�JO�UIF�DPOEJUJPO�TQFDJmFE�JO�

"SUJDMF���BOE�UIF�FWBMVBUJPO�PG�UIF�SFRVFTU�CZ�UIF�SFDFJWJOH�4UBUF�BOE���PS�6/)$3�	JO�

cases in which the process of determining refugee status belongs to the organization) 

must also be made on an individual basis.

The refugee is, in principle, a civilian. Soldiers and combatants may seek asylum, 

provided that they are no longer involved in armed activities. The Convention also 

TQFDJmFT�DFSUBJO�TJUVBUJPOT� JO�XIJDI�QFPQMF�BSF�QSFWFOUFE�GSPN�CFDPNJOH�SFGVHFFT��
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These clauses, called exclusion clauses, forbid granting refuge to persons who have 

DPNNJUUFE�DSJNFT�BHBJOTU�QFBDF�DSJNFT�BHBJOTU�IVNBOJUZ�PS�DSJNFT�PG�XBS��5IF������

Convention also inaugurated one of the most important principles of International 

Refugee Law, namely, the principle of non-devolution (or principle of non-refoulement). 

6OEFS�"SUJDMF����UIF�4UBUF�QBSU�JT�GPSCJEEFO�UP�FYQFM�PS�SFUVSO�B�SFGVHFF�JO�BOZ�NBOOFS�

to territories where their freedom and rights may be threatened. This duty of the State 

is to ensure the protection granted to refugees and is considered by doctrine and 

jurisprudence as a cogent norm of international law, and thus of required compliance.

5IF� ����� $POWFOUJPO� XBT� DSFBUFE� UP� EFBM� TQFDJmDBMMZ� XJUI� UIF� QSPCMFNT� PG� UIPTF�

displaced during the Second World War. Proof of this is that it contained a temporal 

DMBVTF� UIBU� SFTUSJDUFE� UIF�TUJQVMBUJPO�PG�"SUJDMF��� UP�FWFOUT�QSJPS� UP�+BOVBSZ������� *O�

addition, States could access the geographic clause that restricted the applicability 

of the Convention to the European continent. The Convention soon became obsolete 

EVF�UP�UIF�FNFSHFODF�PG�DPOnJDU�TJUVBUJPOT�JO�"TJB�	TVDI�BT�UIF�DPOnJDUT�CFUXFFO�*OEJB�

BOE�1BLJTUBO�7JFUOBN�BOE�$BNCPEJB
�"GSJDB�	FTQFDJBMMZ�QSPDFTTFT�PG�EFDPMPOJ[BUJPO
�

and Latin American (e.g., the rise of dictatorships in Chile, Guatemala and El Salvador) 

JO� UIF� GPMMPXJOH�EFDBEFT��5IVT� JO�QSBDUJDF�TJODF� UIF�����T�6/)$3�TUBSUFE� UP�BDU�

in other regions and the expansion and globalization of the phenomenon of forced 

displacement began to indicate the necessity of a revision of the regulatory framework 

DSFBUFE�JO������

5IF�"EEJUJPOBM�1SPUPDPM�UP�UIF�$POWFOUJPO�BQQSPWFE�JO������TVTQFOEFE�UIF�BQQMJDBUJPO�

PG�UIF�SFTUSJDUJWF�DMBVTFT�NFOUJPOFE�BCPWF��5IF�1SPUPDPM�NBEF�UIF������$POWFOUJPO�

VOJWFSTBMMZ�BQQMJDBCMF�UP�BMM�QFSTPOT�JO�BMM�TJHOBUPSZ�DPVOUSJFT��#Z����������DPVOUSJFT�

XFSF�QBSUJFT� UP� UIF�$POWFOUJPO�BOE� ��PS�1SPUPDPM��4PNF�DPVOUSJFT�BSF�TJHOBUPSJFT�PG�

both, as is the case of Brazil; others are only signatories of the Convention - the case 

PG�.POBDP�BOE�.BEBHBTDBS��BOE�mOBMMZ�TPNF�BSF�POMZ�TJHOBUPSJFT�PG�UIF�1SPUPDPM���

UIF�DBTF�PG�7FOF[VFMB�BOE�6OJUFE�4UBUFT��/PUF� UIBU� UIF�$POWFOUJPO�FTUBCMJTIFT� UIBU�

any person has a right to request asylum, but it does not guarantee a duty on the 

part of member States to grant refuge and protection. State parties to the Convention 

are responsible for assessing asylum requests, according to international and national 

regulations. In this sense, the system of protection and promotion of refugee rights 

(and also the human rights system) is tensioned by the principle of sovereignty that 

JOTVMBUFT� 4UBUF�T� BVUIPSJUZ� BOE� KVSJTEJDUJPO� GSPN� FYUFSOBM� JOUFSGFSFODF�� "T� TPWFSFJHO�

states are the highest authority within their domestic sphere and do not encounter a 

superior entity internationally, it is argued that each State has exclusive competence, 

JOEJWJEVBMMZ�PS�NVMUJMBUFSBMMZ� UP�EFmOF�UIF�UFSNT�BOE�DSJUFSJB�PG�QSPUFDUJPO�� *O�DBTF�PG�

violation, international sanctions tend to be late and of little effect, except in situations 

under international jurisdiction (such as crimes against humanity that can be taken 

to the International Criminal Court or Regional Courts, such as the European Court 

By 2008, 147 

countries were 

parties to the 

Convention and / 

or Protocol. Some 

countries are 

signatories of both, 

as is the case of 

Brazil.
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and the Inter-American Court for Human Rights), or in situations of international 

intervention, as envisaged in the UN Charter. This fact evidences the importance of 

voluntary accession by all States to the international instruments for refugee protection, 

since it is these instruments that can provide the guarantees and obligations relating to 

this basic universal human right and ensure their incorporation into national regulatory 

frameworks.

*U�TIPVME�CF�OPUFE�UIBU�CFTJEFT�UIF�TQFDJmD�JOTUSVNFOUT�GPS�UIF�QSPUFDUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT�

that are part of the International Refugee Law, the rights and guarantees enshrined in 

treaties, agreements and conventions on human rights and humanitarian law are also 

applicable. The International Law of Human Rights deals with the prerogatives inherent 

to the human person that should be respected by individuals, groups and states. 

*OEJWJEVBM�IVNBO�SJHIUT�BSF�VOJWFSTBM�JOUFSEFQFOEFOU�BOE�JOBMJFOBCMF�	%POOFMMZ�����
��

International humanitarian law deals in particular with guarantees and prerogatives of 

UIF�IVNBO�QFSTPO�JO�TJUVBUJPOT�PG�BSNFE�DPOnJDU�BOE���PS�XBS�	*$3$�����
�

5IF�6/)$3�T�NBOEBUF�BT�TUJQVMBUFE�JO�JUT�TUBUVUF�BOE�UIF�$POWFOUJPO�GPDVTFT�PO�UXP�

main responsibilities: international protection of refugees and seeking and promoting 

permanent solutions. The permanent solutions, advanced by the agency, are three:

• 7PMVOUBSZ�3FQBUSJBUJPO�JO�XIJDI�UIF�SFGVHFF�SFUVSOT�UP�IFS�DPVOUSZ�PG�PSJHJO�BOE���PS�

residence when the founding causes of persecution have ceased;

• Resettlement, in which the refugee moves to a third country in order to feel safer 

BOE���PS�CFUUFS�JOUFHSBUF�JOUP�UIF�IPTU�TPDJFUZ�

• Local Integration, in which the refugee is, as its name indicates, assimilated to the 

host society and becomes its integral part.

The permanent solutions are designed to put an end to refugee status. Once 

SFQBUSJBUFE�BOE� �� PS� JOUFHSBUFE� JOUP� UIF� DPVOUSZ� PG� SFTFUUMFNFOU� PS� PG� mSTU� SFDFQUJPO�

it is expected that these people will no longer be refugees and will move on to the 

DPOEJUJPO�PG�DJUJ[FOT�PS�SFTJEFOUT�	XJUI�NJHSBUPSZ�TUBUVT�SFDPHOJ[FE
��6OUJM�UIF�����T�

repatriation and resettlement were the most common solutions at the international 

level. However, the increasing number of refugees, the expansion of the number of 

refugees from Southern and underdeveloped countries, increasing entry restrictions 

to several developed and developing countries, as well as the protracted nature of 

DPOnJDU�TJUVBUJPOT�JO�DPVOUSJFT�PG�PSJHJO�NBEF�JU�IBSEFS�UP�BEPQU�WPMVOUBSZ�SFUVSO�BOE�

burden sharing with third countries.
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Figure 1. International Organizations related to refugee protection

Despite a beginning characterized by normative and operational constraints, the 

UNHCR has had its mandate extended and expanded steadily throughout the second 

half of the twentieth century. Today, the organization stands as the main humanitarian 

BSN�PG� UIF�6OJUFE�/BUJPOT� 	6/
�XJUI� BQQSPYJNBUFMZ� ����� FNQMPZFFT� JO�NPSF� UIBO�

���� DPVOUSJFT� BOE� BO� FTUJNBUFE� CVEHFU� PG� �� ���� CJMMJPO� 	6/)$3� ����
�� &TUJNBUFT�

JOEJDBUF� UIBU�CZ� UIF�FOE�PG������ UIFSF�XFSF������NJMMJPO� SFGVHFFT�XPSMEXJEF�VOEFS�

6/)$3�T�NBOEBUF���0G� UIFTF�BQQSPYJNBUFMZ�����XFSF� SFGVHFFT� JO� UIFJS� SFHJPOT�PG�

origin, particularly in Asia and Africa. Note thus an unequal distribution of the refugee 

QPQVMBUJPO� JO� UIF� XPSME� SFnFDUJOH� UIF� DPODFOUSBUJPO� PG� TJUVBUJPOT� PG� DPOnJDU� BOE�

insecurity in underdeveloped countries of the Global South. Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, 

the Democratic Republic of Congo and Colombia are some of the countries leading 

UIF�HMPCBM�TUBUJTUJDT�PG�iQSPEVDUJPOw�PG�SFGVHFFT�XJUI�OFBSMZ�����PG�UIF�UPUBM�	6/)$3�

����
��5IVT�BMUIPVHI�HMPCBM�JO�OBUVSF�BOE�VOJWFSTBM�JO�JUT�HVBSBOUFFT�PG�QSPUFDUJPO�UIF�

refugee issue is presented as being more pressing for some regions and unequally 

GVOEFE�BOEøTIBSFE�BNPOH�EJGGFSFOU�DPVOUSJFT�PG�UIF�XPSME��*O�UIJT�TFOTF�SFHJPOBM�BOE�

national initiatives are critical to the effective promotion of the implementation and 

expansion of the international rights of refugees.

The process of globalization of the phenomenon of refugees and its concentration 

JO� EFWFMPQJOH� DPVOUSJFT� SFnFDUT� UIF� JOUFSOBUJPOBM� QPMJUJDT� PG� UIF� TFDPOE� IBMG� PG� UIF�

UXFOUJFUI�DFOUVSZ��*O�UIF�����T�UIF�HSFBU�NBKPSJUZ�PG�"GSJDBO�DPVOUSJFT�EFDMBSFE�UIFJS�

JOEFQFOEFODF�NBOZ� PG� UIFN� BGUFS� MPOH� ZFBST� PG� DPOnJDU� BOE� DJWJM� XBS�� "MHFSJB� GPS�

example, fought a bloody war of independence against the French army and the settlers 

	���������
, XJUI�FTUJNBUFT�PG�PWFS��������EFBUIT�BOE�B�NBTTJWF�nPX�PG�SFGVHFFT�UP�

���0UIFS�����NJMMJPO�SFGVHFFT�PG�1BMFTUJOJBO�PSJHJO�BSF�VOEFS�UIF�NBOEBUF�PG�6/38"�	6OJUFE�/BUJPOT�3FMJFG�

BOE�8PSLJOH�"HFODZ
��6/38"�XBT�FTUBCMJTIFE�JO������UP�EFBM�XJUI�1BMFTUJOJBO�SFGVHFFT�JO�-FCBOPO�4ZSJB�

Jordan, the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

TIME ORGANIZATION RELEVANT NOTES WHO PROTECTED?

��������� League of Nations and 

High Commissioner of the 

League of Nations (extinct)

$POGFSFODF�PG�����

$POWFOUJPO�PG�����

Russian and Armenian 

Refugees

���� UNRRA (extinct) Intergovernmental mandate All displaced people 

affected by WWII

���� International Refugee 

Organization (IRO) (extinct)

��ZFBS�UFSN Protection and resettlement 

of European refugees

���� The United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR) (operating)

From temporary agency of 

the UN to humanitarian arm 

of the UN

Protection and Promotion of 

Permanent Solutions
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the border regions of Morocco and Tunisia. *O� UIF�����T�3XBOEB�$POHP�#VSVOEJ�
Angola and Mozambique (to mention only a few countries) also found themselves 

wrapped in protracted wars of independence, and forced displacement was a political 

SFBMJUZ�JO�UIF�FOUJSF�"GSJDBO�DPOUJOFOU��*U� JT�FTUJNBUFE�UIBU�JO������NPSF�UIBO��������

QFSTPOT�XFSF�EJTQMBDFE� JO�"GSJDB� 	6/)$3� ����
��.PTU� PG� UIFTF� WJPMFOU� QSPDFTTFT�

FWFOUVBMMZ�HBWF�SJTF�UP�DPOnJDUT�UIBU�HFOFSBUFE�UIPVTBOET�PG�SFGVHFFT�JO�UIPTF�TBNF�

DPVOUSJFT�JO�UIF�����T��

Given this regional context and its particularities, the member states of the Organization 

PG�"GSJDBO�6OJUZ�	0"6
�EFDJEFE�UP�EFWFMPQ�B�TQFDJmD�DPOWFOUJPO�GPS�UIF�USFBUNFOU�BOE�

QSPUFDUJPO�PG� SFGVHFFT�PO� UIF�DPOUJOFOU�� *O� ����� UIF�0"6�BEPQUFE� UIF�$POWFOUJPO�

PO�UIF�4QFDJmD�"TQFDUT�PG�UIF�3FGVHFF�1SPCMFN�JO�"GSJDB��5IF������$POWFOUJPO�XBT�

JOUFOEFE�UP�CSPBEFO�UIF�EFmOJUJPO�PG�SFGVHFF�QBZJOH�BUUFOUJPO�UP�UIF�TPDJPFDPOPNJD�

BOE�QPMJUJDBM�DPOUFYU�PG� UIF�DPOUJOFOU�� *O� JUT�"SUJDMF��� UIF�0"6�$POWFOUJPO�EFmOFT�B�

refugee as:

every person who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign 

domination or events seriously disturbing public order in either part or 

the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is compelled to leave 

his place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another place 

outside his country of origin or nationality.

/PUF�UIBU�UIF�EFmOJUJPO�FYQBOET�UIF�SFBTPOT�UIBU�KVTUJGZ�HSBOUJOH�SFGVHF�BOE�JODMVEFT�

DPOnJDU�TJUVBUJPOT� MJOLFE� UP�EFDPMPOJ[BUJPO�NPWFNFOUT�PO� UIF�DPOUJOFOU��5IF�"GSJDBO�

DPOUFYU�XBT�BMTP�FTTFOUJBM�GPS�FOUSZ�JOUP�GPSDF�PG�UIF�1SPUPDPM�PG������XIJDI�FYDMVEFE�

the geographical and temporal reserve clause. The OAU Convention also emphasizes 

(Article 2.) the importance of solidarity among African countries in sharing responsibilities 

for the protection and reception of refugees; an important step since some countries 

	QBSUJDVMBSMZ�UIPTF�CPSEFSJOH�BSFBT�PG�BSNFE�DPOnJDU
�UFOE�UP�CFBS�NPTU�PG�UIF�DPTUT�

BOE�JTTVFT�CSPVHIU�CZ�UIF�MBSHF�JOnVY�PG�GPSDJCMZ�EJTQMBDFE�QFPQMFT��'JOBMMZ�UIF�0"6�

Convention restricted the activities of refugees in host countries, such as social and 

QPMJUJDBM�BDUJWJUJFT�DPOTJEFSFE�TVCWFSTJWF�JO�PSEFS�UP�DPOUBJO�UIF�QPTTJCMF�SBNJmDBUJPOT�

PG�DPOnJDUT�GSPN�UIF�SFGVHFFT��DPVOUSJFT�PG�PSJHJO��*O�UIJT�TFOTF�UIF������$POWFOUJPO�

stressed the fact that, although states seek to regulate and provide the conditions for 

the protection of refugees internationally, at different times, they also try to minimize the 

JNQBDU�PG�UIFTF�nPXT�PO�OBUJPOBM�SFHJPOBM�BOE�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�TFDVSJUZ�	6/)$3�����
�

*O� UIF�����T� UIF�QSPDFTT�PG� SFHJPOBMJ[BUJPO�PG� UIF� SFGVHFF� JTTVF�BMTP� SFBDIFE�-BUJO�

"NFSJDB�� $POnJDUT� JO� $FOUSBM� "NFSJDBO� DPVOUSJFT� TVDI� BT� /JDBSBHVB� &M� 4BMWBEPS�

BOE�(VBUFNBMB�MBSHFMZ�JOnVFODFE�CZ�UIF�UFOTJPOT�PG�UIF�$PME�8BS�MFE�UP�UIF�WJPMFOU�

EJTQMBDFNFOU�PG�PWFS�UXP�NJMMJPO�QFPQMF�	6/)$3�����
��8IJMF�6/)$3�T�XPSL�PO�UIF�

DPOUJOFOU�IBE�TUBSUFE� JO�$IJMF�BGUFS� UIF������DPVQ� UIF�TJUVBUJPO� JO�$FOUSBM�"NFSJDB�

provided the spark for a political and concerted mobilization of States, academics 

The OAU 

Convention defines 

a refugee as:

every person who, 

owing to external 

aggression, 

occupation, foreign 

domination or 

events seriously 

disturbing public 

order in either 

part or the whole 

of his country of 

origin or nationality, 

is compelled to 

leave his place of 

habitual residence 

in order to seek 

refuge in another 

place outside his 

country of origin or 

nationality.
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and civil society organizations around the topic. Assembled in Cartagena de las 

Indias, Colombia, several representatives of these sectors from Mexico, Central 

"NFSJDB� BOE� 1BOBNB� BQQSPWFE� JO� ����� B� EFDMBSBUJPO� LOPXO� BT� UIF� Cartagena 
Declaration. Although not compulsory, the Declaration became an important pillar of 

international refugee law on the continent, with the subsequent adherence of other 

countries to its principles and its frequent inclusion in resolutions and negotiations 

XJUIJO� UIF�0SHBOJ[BUJPO� PG� "NFSJDBO� 4UBUFT�� 5IF�%FDMBSBUJPO� QSPWJEFT� BOø FYUFOEFE�

EFmOJUJPO� DPOTJEFSJOH� SFGVHFFT� ´SHUVRQV� ZKR� KDYH� ÁHG� WKHLU� FRXQWU\� EHFDXVH�

WKHLU� OLYHV�� VDIHW\� RU� IUHHGRP� KDYH� EHHQ� WKUHDWHQHG� E\� JHQHUDOL]HG� YLROHQFH��

IRUHLJQ� DJJUHVVLRQ�� LQWHUQDO� FRQÁLFWV�� PDVVLYH� YLRODWLRQ� RI� KXPDQ� ULJKWV� RU�

RWKHU� FLUFXPVWDQFHV�ZKLFK�KDYH�VHULRXVO\�GLVWXUEHG�SXEOLF�RUGHU” (Declaration 

of Cartagena, third conclusion). It is important to note the inclusion of generalized 

situation of human rights violation that extends the objective conditions for the granting 

PG� SFGVHF�CFZPOE� GPSFJHO� BHHSFTTJPO� PS� BSNFE�DPOnJDU� BOE�NJOJNJ[FT� UIF� OFFE� GPS�

proof of individual fear of persecution.

*O�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�EFDBEFT�PUIFS�TPVSDFT�PG�DPOnJDU�BOE�WJPMBUJPO�PG�GVOEBNFOUBM�SJHIUT�

JOUFOTJmFE�JO�-BUJO�"NFSJDB�BT�TFFO�JO�UIF�$PMPNCJBO�TJUVBUJPO��*U�JT�FTUJNBUFE�UIBU�UPEBZ�

UIFSF�BSF���NJMMJPO�$PMPNCJBOT�GPSDJCMZ�EJTQMBDFE�CZ�UIF�DJWJM�XBS�UIPVTBOET�PG�XIPN�

are refugees in various countries (particularly in the South American continent, mainly 

JO�&DVBEPS�7FOF[VFMB�BOE�B� GFX�IVOESFE� JO�#SB[JM
�BOE�B� MBSHF�NBKPSJUZ�EJTQMBDFE�

internally. In addition, refugees from other continents began to seek protection in Latin 

America, making adamant the need for growing acceptance and constant update of 

the regional regulatory regime.
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Figure 2. 'HÀQLQJ�HOHPHQWV�RI�5HIXJHHKRRG

Given these new and growing challenges, governments, civil society representatives 

BOE� JOUFSOBUJPOBM� PSHBOJ[BUJPOT�NFU� JO�.FYJDP�$JUZ� JO� ����� PO� UIF� PDDBTJPO� PG� ��th 

"OOJWFSTBSZ� PG� UIF� $BSUBHFOB� %FDMBSBUJPO�� 5IJT� NFFUJOH� SFBGmSNFE� UIF� QSJODJQMFT�

already established and developed a new framework of commitments embodied in the 

Declaration and Plan of Action of Mexico (DPAM). One of the important points of DPAM 

was to incorporate the Colombian issue in the institutional and legal framework for 

refugees in the continent and to establish strategic pillars of concerted action among 

governments, civil society and local groups to implement better legal protection 

mechanisms and facilitate the process of local integration of refugees. These pillars 

were substantiated in three areas:

• Borders of solidarity, aimed at local development strategies of border regions and 

the articulation of local population and refugees;

• Cities of solidarity, aiming to improve the integration process of refugees in urban 

areas;

• Solidary resettlement, aiming to distribute the responsibilities of protection - the 

reception and acceptance of refugees - between countries.

In this sense, the DPAM aims to stimulate the development of policies and integrated 

TUSBUFHJFT�BU�UIF�SFHJPOBM�BOE�MPDBM� MFWFMT�QBZJOH�BUUFOUJPO�UP�UIF�TQFDJmDJUJFT�PG�UIF�

EZOBNJDT� PG� SFDFQUJPO� BOE� JOnVY� PG� SFGVHFFT� JO� UIF� SFHJPO�� *O� BEEJUJPO� UIF� %1".�

looks to a horizon in which Latin American governments could assume a larger share 

of responsibility in relation to international humanitarian protection, not only among 

countries in the region that host a large population of refugees and asylum seekers, 

but also with other regions of the world where the issue persists. One must interpret 

these regionalization processes as a dynamics that responds to changes in the global 

DPOUFYU�PG�SFGVHFF�QSPUFDUJPO�FTQFDJBMMZ�XJUI�UIF�FOE�PG�UIF�$PME�8BS��*O�UIF�����T�

much of the discussion in multilateral forums indicated, on one hand, the globalized 

nature of refugee issues both in terms of dispersal of displaced populations, as well 

 Forced displacement International displacement

Fear of persecution

Political event linked to individual 

characteristics and / or objective 

situation in the country of origin

Refugee 
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as in terms of the participation of States in the institutionalization and regulation of 

related themes internationally. On the other hand, many governments and international 

organizations began to demand a preventive strategy to deal with the issue, largely as 

B�SFTVMU�PG�UIF�EJGmDVMUZ�PG�JNQMFNFOUJOH�QFSNBOFOU�TPMVUJPOT�BEWPDBUFE�CZ�6/)$3�BOE�

UIF������$POWFOUJPO��5IFTF�OFX�TUSBUFHJFT�CFHBO�UP�GPDVT�PO�QSFWFOUJWF�BDUJPOT�UP�

tackle the generating causes of forced displacement, particularly through multilateral 

JOUFSWFOUJPOT� JO� DPOnJDU� BSFBT� GPS� FYBNQMF� UISPVHI� QFBDFLFFQJOH� PQFSBUJPOT� BOE�

SFDPOTUSVDUJPO�PG� TUBUFT��5IFTF�TUSBUFHJFT�TPVHIU�OPU�POMZ� UP�DPOUBJO�BSNFE�DPOnJDU�

CVU�BMTP� UP�TPNF�FYUFOU�DPOUBJO� UIF�nPXT�PG� SFGVHFFT�BT� MBSHF�nPXT�PG�EJTQMBDFE�

populations were perceived as a major destabilizing force and a threat to regional and 

international security.

In this sense, the shift in emphasis from protection to prevention is connected to the 

QFSDFQUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT�BT�B�UISFBU�BOE�UIVT�SFnFDUT�UIF�QPMJUJDBM�DPOUFYU�PG�UIBU�QFSJPE��

%FWFMPQFE�DPVOUSJFT�OP�MPOHFS�XBOUFE�UP�SFDFJWF�SFGVHFFT�OFX�DPOnJDUT�FNFSHFE�JO�

different parts of the world and with different dynamics, amid a renewed belief in the 

capacity of multilateral institutions. Nevertheless, in a retrospective analysis, we can 

say that this change of strategy, which prioritized States and international security, 

was highly detrimental to the protection of the human person. It generated enormous 

restrictions for asylum seekers, including: increased barriers to international mobility 

(such as the militarization of border zones, enhanced and biometric visa regimes and 

new control technologies) and the reproduction of the refugee camp as an almost 

permanent solution, despite its precarity and often inhuman life conditions. Today 

there are generations of refugees who were born and raised within these spaces 

of social and geographical containment, and the rise of xenophobia (the fear of 

foreigners) in many societies facilitates this process of exclusion and makes refugee 

status a permanent part of life and identity for thousands of people. In this sense, 

one of the major challenges for the protection of refugees nowadays resides precisely 

JO� UIF�QSPUSBDUFE�DBTFT�PG�QFPQMF�XIP� SFNBJO�EJTQMBDFE� GPS�ZFBST�XJUIPVU�mOEJOH�B�

permanent solution. During this period, there was also the emergence of a growing 

OVNCFS�PG�QFPQMF�GPSDJCMZ�EJTQMBDFE�CVU�XIP�OPX�mOE�UIFNTFMWFT�EJTQMBDFE�XJUIJO�

their territories. The internally displaced populations (IDPs) currently represent the 

NBKPSJUZ�PG�GPSDFE�NPCJMJUZ�nPXT��*O������6/)$3�FTUJNBUFE�BU����NJMMJPO�UIF�OVNCFS�

PG�*%1T�	BHBJOTU����NJMMJPO�SFGVHFFT
�PG�XIJDI�BCPVU����NJMMJPO�XFSF�VOEFS�6/)$3�T�

SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ�� 5IF� *%1T� BSF� XJUIJO� 6/)$3�T�NBOEBUF� QSFDJTFMZ� CFDBVTF� UIFZ� IPME�

the potential to become refugees and their assistance is perceived as an important 

component of preventive measures2.

2  The explosion in IDP numbers can be interpreted as a consequence of the move towards prevention, which 

precludes the ability of individuals and groups to leave their countries of nationality or habitual residence. 

*O�NBOZ�DBTFT�EPDVNFOUBSZ�mOBODJBM�BOE�CVSFBVDSBUJD�NFBTVSFT�BMTP�JNQJOHF�PO�UIF�DBQBDJUZ�PG�UIFTF�

people to seek protection internationally. IDPs are in a way “quasi-refugees”.

 In 2008, UNHCR 

estimated at 26 

million the number 

of IDPs (against 10 

million refugees), 

of which about 

14 million were 

under UNHCR’s 

responsibility.
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Given these trends towards containment and prevention, coupled with perceptions and 

policies that criminalize and marginalize refugees, it becomes necessary to extend 

SFTFUUMFNFOU� QPMJDJFT� JO� PSEFS� UP� FOTVSF� mSTUMZ� UIF� QSPUFDUJPO� PG� UIFTF�QFPQMF�� 5IJT�

is the reason why the Declaration and Plan of Action of Mexico were recognized as 

important agreements to expand the space of hospitality towards refugees and to make 

WJBCMF�OFX�BMUFSOBUJWFT�BOE�TPMVUJPOT��*O�UIJT�DPOUFYU�BOE�SFBGmSNJOH�UIF�QSJODJQMFT�PG�

.FYJDP�JO������UIF�#SBTJMJB�%FDMBSBUJPO�PO�UIF�1SPUFDUJPO�PG�3FGVHFFT�BOE�4UBUFMFTT�

1FSTPOT� JO� UIF� "NFSJDBT�XBT� TJHOFE�� "DDPSEJOH� UP� 6/)$3� 	����
� iB� IJHIMJHIU� PG�

the Brasilia Declaration includes the unrestricted respect, agreed by the countries, to 

the principle of non-devolution (non-refoulement), including non-rejection at borders 

and legalizing the illegal entry of foreigners in their country. The text also supports 

the continued incorporation, into national laws on refugees and IDPs, of the variables 

of gender, age and diversity.” As we will see below, this process of regionalization 

and consolidation of the legal treatment of the issue of refugees in Latin America had 

important effects on the trajectory and insertion of Brazil. The legislative changes and 

UIF�HSPXJOH�IVNBOJUBSJBOøQSPmMF�PG�UIF�DPVOUSZ�BSF�DPODPNJUBOU�BOE�TZODISPOPVT�XJUI�

the changes highlighted at the global and regional levels.

Figure 3. ,QVWUXPHQWV�IRU�WKH�3URWHFWLRQ�RI�5HIXJHHV�LQ�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�DQG�5HJLRQDO�6FRSH
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Refugee Protection in Brazil: convoluted history,  

evolving norms and faltering practices

Brazil has a relatively recent, although troubled, history with refugee protection. Brazil 

SBUJmFE�UIF������$POWFOUJPO�JO������BOE�JUT�1SPUPDPM�JO������BOE�IBT�CFFO�B�NFNCFS�PG�

the Executive Committee of UNHCR (the most important organ of the administration of 

UIF�BHFODZ
�TJODF�������*U�XBT�BO�BDUJWF�NFNCFS�PG�UIF�OFHPUJBUJPO�QSPDFTT�PG�UIF������

Convention and hosted important contingents of European refugees after the Second 

8PSME�8BS��)PXFWFS�HJWFO�UIF�BVUIPSJUBSJBO�UVSO�JO�UIF�NJE�����T�JO�UIF�DPVOUSZ�BOE�

in the region, the landscape of protection changed abruptly. At the time, Brazil applied 

the restrictions of the geographical reserve clause and did not take responsibility for 

the protection of non-European refugees. This served the interests of the Brazilian 

military government, which at the time “did not want to host people who were running 

BXBZ�GSPN�TJNJMBS�SFHJNFT�JO�UIF�SFHJPOw�	+VCJMVU������Q���
��6/)$3�TFU�VQ�BO�PGmDF�

JO�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�JO������VOEFS�UIF�TVQFSWJTJPO�PG�UIF�3FHJPOBM�0GmDF�CBTFE�JO�#VFOPT�

Aires. Chileans, Argentineans, Uruguayans and Bolivians came to the country as a 

result of persecution in their home countries and, with the almost clandestine help of 

UNHCR and organizations of civil society (especially the Archdiocesan Caritas of Rio 

de Janeiro and São Paulo), were resettled in countries in Europe and North America.

Therefore, the period of the dictatorship operated according to a dual logic: Brazil 

assumed international commitments to protect refugees, while at the same time it did 

OPU� SFTQFDU�PS� JNQMFNFOU� UIFN�EPNFTUJDBMMZ� 	+VCJMVU�����
��5IF�QSPDFTT�PG�QPMJUJDBM�

MJCFSBMJ[BUJPO�JOJUJBUFE�JO�'JHVFJSFEP�T�(PWFSONFOU�FODPVSBHFE�UIF�SFUVSO�PG�MBSHF�HSPVQT�

of Brazilian exiles and witnessed also the arrival of other groups of potential refugees 

UP�UIF�DPVOUSZ��*O����������7JFUOBNFTF�BSSJWFE�JO�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�	UIFZ�SFNBJOFE�PO�

UFNQPSBSZ�WJTBT�BOE�OPU�BT�SFGVHFFT
��*O���������QFPQMF�PG�UIF�#BIBJ�SFMJHJPO�SFDFJWFE�

BTZMVN� JO� UIF� DPVOUSZ�� 5IJT� iMFHBM� FOHJOFFSJOHw�XBT� KVTUJmFE� CZ� UIF� JNQPTTJCJMJUZ� PG�

granting refuge, given that the geographical reserve clause would only be suspended 

JO� �����CZ�%FDSFF� ������� 	$0/"3&� OE� Q���
�� *U� JT� OPUFXPSUIZ� UIF� JNQPSUBODF� PG�

concerted action by civil society and UNHCR as founding actors of humanitarian 

QSPUFDUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT�JO�UIF�DPVOUSZ��*O������VOEFS�UJHIU�CVEHFU�DPOTUSBJOUT�6/)$3�

DMPTFE�JUT�PGmDF�JO�#SB[JM�	USBOTGFSSFE�UP�#SBTJMJB�JO�����
��*U�XPVME�POMZ�CF�SFPQFOFE�JO�

�����FTQFDJBMMZ�EVF�UP�UIF�OFX�SFTFUUMFNFOU�QPMJDJFT�PG�UIF�DPVOUSZ��

The democratization process was essential to change the practice and politics of the 

country when it came to the protection of human rights in general and the rights of 

SFGVHFFT�JO�QBSUJDVMBS��5IF������$POTUJUVUJPO�HVBSBOUFFT�UIF�SFTQFDU�GPS�IVNBO�EJHOJUZ�

equality between people and the prevalence of human rights in its fundamental 

principles, and includes the granting of political asylum (see table below) as a guiding 

rule of international relations of Brazil. These principles provide, as highlighted by 

Brazil has a 

relatively recent, 

although troubled, 

history with refugee 

protection. 
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+VCJMVU�	����
�UIF�OPSNBUJWF�CBTF�UIBU�XPVME�TFSWF�UIF�FYQBOTJPO�BOE�EFFQFOJOH�PG�

legislative provisions on the subject of refugees. 

Figure 4. 'LIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�LQVWLWXWHV�RI�DV\OXP�DQG�UHIXJH� 
(Based on Jubilut, 2006 and Barreto, 2005)

1SFQBSBUPSZ�EJTDVTTJPOT�GPS�B�/BUJPOBM�-BX�PO�3FGVHFFT�VOEFS�UIF�BFHJT�PG�UIF������

National Plan on Human Rights, were consolidated during the government of Fernando 

Henrique Cardoso. The result of a joint effort between government, UNHCR and civil 

TPDJFUZ� JO� QBSUJDVMBS� UIF� JOTUJUVUJPOT� PG� UIF� $BUIPMJD� $IVSDI� UIF� "DU� OVNCFS� �����

DBNF� JOUP� GPSDF� JO������� *U� SFQSFTFOUT� UIF�DPOTPMJEBUJPO�PG� UIF�QSJODJQMFT�BOE� SJHIUT�

guaranteed to refugees in the international and regional levels. According to its Article 

��B�SFGVHFF�JT�BOZ�JOEJWJEVBM�XIP�� �

I - due to well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, 

nationality, social group or political opinions lie outside their country of 

nationality and is unable or unwilling to avail himself to the protection of 

that country;

II - not having a nationality and being outside the country where once 

had his habitual residence, is unable or does not want to return to it, 

according to the circumstances described in the preceding item;

III - due to serious and widespread human rights violations, is forced to 

leave her country of nationality to seek refuge in another country.

ASYLUM REFUGE

• +VSJEJDBM�JOTUJUVUF�PG�DFSUBJO�BOUJRVJUZ�	�����

in Latin America)

• Discretionary act of the State 

• In cases of political persecution

• may be granted in the country of origin or 

residence of the asylee

• restricted rights to residence and 

permanence

• Used for protection, especially for people 

XJUI�IJHI�QPMJUJDBM�QSPmMF�BOE�NBZ�CF�

granted by the diplomatic corps 

• constitutive nature (the asylee arises from 

the decision)

• GPSNBMJ[FE�+VSJEJDBM�JOTUJUVUF�GSPN�UIF�����T�

• international responsibility of the State 

• cases of well-founded fear of persecution for 

reasons beyond the political 

• can only be granted in the host country 

• confers on refugee permanence and 

residency rights, but also social, cultural and 

economic 

• declaratory nature (only recognizes refugee 

status, before the decision) 

• exclusive decision of the Executive Branch, 

under the powers of CONARE 
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5IF�JUFNT�*�BOE�**�SFnFDU�UIF�EFmOJUJPO�PG�UIF������$POWFOUJPO�XIJMF�TFDUJPO�***�SFQFBUT�

UIF�QSPWJTJPO�PG�UIF�$BSUBHFOB�%FDMBSBUJPO�PG�������5IVT�XIJMF�OPU� JOOPWBUJWF�XIFO�

JU�DPNFT�UP�UIF�SFGVHFF�EFmOJUJPO�UIF�"DU�TUSFOHUIFOT�UIF�DPNNJUNFOU�PG�UIF�DPVOUSZ�

BOE� JUT� JNQMFNFOUBUJPO� CFDPNFT� DPNQVMTPSZ� JO� #SB[JM�� 5IF� "DU� BMTP� SFBGmSNT� UIF�

principle of non-refoulement and includes the possibility of extending refugee status 

UP� GBNJMZ� NFNCFST� 	QSJODJQMF� PG� GBNJMZ� SFVOJmDBUJPO
�� 5IF� MFHJTMBUJPO� BMTP� DPOUBJOT�

important institutional innovations such as the creation of guidelines for the process of 

determining refugee status (see table) and the creation of the National Committee for 

Refugees (CONARE), the body responsible for refugee policy and its implementation 

at the federal level.

The CONARE, inspired by the historical experience of the country, is a tripartite body. In 

it are represented the federal government, civil society and international organizations. 

For the Government, the right to speak and vote is accorded to representatives of 

the Ministries of Justice (which coordinates and chairs the Committee), Foreign 

Affairs, Health, Sports, Labor, and representatives of the Federal Police Department. 

Civil society organizations, also with voice and vote, have a representative (usually 

SPUBUJOH�BNPOH�UIF�QBSUOFS�JOTUJUVUJPOT
�BOE�mOBMMZ�XJUIPVU�WPUJOH�SJHIUT�6/)$3�BMTP�

QBSUJDJQBUFT��"NPOH�UIF�NBJO�GVODUJPOT�PG�UIF�$PNNJUUFF�BSF�UIF�KVEHJOH�PG�JOEJWJEVBMT��

eligibility for asylum (refugee status determination) and coordination of assistance 

and legal support granted to refugees. The effectiveness of the work of CONARE 

depends, to a large extent, on the support provided by UNHCR, and especially by the 

grassroots organizations, responsible for receiving, assisting and integrating refugees 

and applicants to their host communities.
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Figure 5. 5HIXJHH�6WDWXV�'HWHUPLQDWLRQ��VLPSOLÀHG�ÁRZFKDUW�

The process of institutionalization and implementation of the standards established by 

-BX���������XFSF�DPOTPMJEBUFE�JO�UIF�-VJ[�*OBDJP�-VMB�EB�4JMWB�(PWFSONFOU�	#FSUJOP�

����
�� *U�XBT�EVSJOH� UIBU�QFSJPE� UIBU�#SB[JM� MFE� UIF�OFHPUJBUJPO� BOE�BEPQUJPO�PG� UIF�

%FDMBSBUJPO� BOE� 1MBO� PG� "DUJPO� PG� .FYJDP� 	����
� BOE� TUSFOHUIFOFE� UIF� DPVOUSZ�T�

DPNNJUNFOU�UP�SFTFUUMFNFOU�QPMJDJFT��*O������UIF�HPWFSONFOU�XJUI�6/)$3�BOE�MPDBM�

QBSUOFST�BEPQUFE�B�QJMPU�SFTFUUMFNFOU�QSPHSBN�JOJUJBMMZ�DPNNJUUFE�UP�IPTU����GBNJMJFT�

JO�#SB[JM��*O������UIFZ�TFMFDUFE�UIF�DJUJFT�PG�1PSUP�"MFHSF���34�.PHJ�EBT�$SV[FT���41�

4BOUB�.BSJB�.BEBMFOB���3+�BOE�/BUBM���3/�GPS�UIF�TUBSU�PG�UIF�QSPHSBN�	+VCJMVU�������

#FSUJOP�����
��5IF�QJMPU�QSPKFDU�XBT�IPXFWFS�GSVTUSBUFE�CZ�UIF�EJGmDVMUJFT�CSPVHIU�CZ�

DIBOHFT�JO�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�QPMJUJDT�JO�UIF�QPTU�4FQUFNCFS����QFSJPE��0OMZ�1PSUP�"MFHSF�

SFDFJWFE�JO���������"GHIBO�SFGVHFFT�PG�XIPN����XFSF�WPMVOUBSJMZ�SFQBUSJBUFE�JO�UIF�

GPMMPXJOH�ZFBST�	+VCJMVU������Q���
�

5IF� SFTFUUMFNFOU�QSPHSBN�XBT� SFTVNFE�BT�QBSU� PG� UIF�DPNNJUNFOUT�NBEF� JO������

JO�.FYJDP��*O�UIBU�ZFBS� UIF�DPVOUSZ�BQQSPWFE�UIF�SFTFUUMFNFOU�PG�OFBSMZ�����QFPQMF�

mostly Colombian. The group of cities chosen for the reception of those resettled was 

expanded, and began to include other cities in Rio Grande do Sul, Rio Grande do Norte, 

4ÍP�1BVMP�BOE�&TQÓSJUP�4BOUP� 	+VCJMVU�����
�� *O������PG� UIF�OFBSMZ�����$PMPNCJBO�

SFGVHFFT�SFDPHOJ[FE� JO� UIF�DPVOUSZ�BCPVU�����IBE�BSSJWFE� UISPVHI� UIF�SFTFUUMFNFOU�

Entry into the country and request  for asylum

- Testimony at the Federal Police

- Issuance of interim documents (protocol, and a formal CPF)

- temporary support for local partners

-eligibility interviews with local partners and CONARE

Analysis of the application by CONARE

Regular meetings

request approved

Issue of permanent 

documents

Local integration and inclusion 

in social projects / work

Analysis of the application by CONARE

request denied

Administrative appeal to the 

Minister of Justice

appeal approved
appeal denied / search for alternative  

immigration arrangements or deportation
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Stateless

7% Africa 

1%

Asia

26%

Americas

66%

QSPHSBN��3FGVHFFT� GSPN�PUIFS�OBUJPOBMJUJFT�XFSF�BMTP�QBSU�PG�OFBSMZ����� SFTFUUMFE� JO�

UIF�DPVOUSZ��5IF�4PMJEBSZ�3FTFUUMFNFOU�1SPHSBN�XBT�SFTQPOTJCMF�GPS�BCPVU�����PG�UIF�

UPUBM�QPQVMBUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT��*U�TIPVME�CF�OPUFE�IPXFWFS�UIF�TNBMM�	UIPVHI�TJHOJmDBOU
�

contribution of these numbers against total demand for resettlement globally. UNHCR 

	����
� FTUJNBUFT� BU� ���� ���� UIF� OVNCFS� PG� QFPQMF�XIP� OFFE� UP� CF� SFTFUUMFE�� 5IJT�

QSPKFDUJPO� SFBDIFE��������� JO�������5IF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT� MFBE� UIF�WPMVNF�SFTFUUMFE� JO�

�����XJUI�����PG�UIF�OFBSMZ��������QFPQMF�SFTFUUMFE�

Figure 6. 'LVWULEXWLRQ�RI�WKH�UHVHWWOHG�SRSXODWLRQ�LQ�%UD]LO�E\�FRQWLQHQW�������

5IF�SFGVHFF�QPQVMBUJPO�JO�#SB[JM�BDDPSEJOH�UP�EBUB�GSPN�$0/"3&�	VQEBUFE�+VMZ�����
�

JT������QFPQMF��0G�UIFTF������XFSF�SFDPHOJ[FE�CZ�UIF�USBEJUJPOBM�SPVUFT�PG�FMJHJCJMJUZ���

i.e., requesting refuge at points of entry (ports, airports, land borders) or Federal Police 

0GmDFT���BOE�����XFSF�SFDPHOJ[FE�CZ�UIF�3FTFUUMFNFOU�1SPHSBN��%BUB�JO�UIF�UBCMF�CFMPX�

show that the large majority of refugees in the country is of African origin, with a total 

PG� ����� QFPQMF� GPMMPXFE� CZ� UIF� -BUJO� "NFSJDBOT�XIP� BSF� ���� QFPQMF� "TJBOT� �����

&VSPQFBOT����BOE�QFSTPOT�XJUIPVU�OBUJPOBMJUZ�BOE���PS�DPVOUSZ�PG�PSJHJO�VOEFUFSNJOFE���

Figure 7. 'LVWULEXWLRQ�RI�5HIXJHH�3RSXODWLRQ�LQ�%UD]LO��E\�UHJLRQ�RI�RULJLQ
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5XP� JNQPSUBOU� USFOET� DBO� CF� IJHIMJHIUFE�� 5IF� mSTU� JOEJDBUFT� UIF� TNBMM� OVNCFS� PG�

refugees accepted and, thus, the very low representation of this group compared to the 

UPUBM�#SB[JMJBO�QPQVMBUJPO���FTUJNBUFE�BU�BCPVU�����NJMMJPO�BDDPSEJOH�UP�EBUB�GSPN�UIF�

�����$FOTVT��5IJT�JT�EVF�BNPOH�PUIFS�SFBTPOT�UIF�EJTUBODF�PG�UIF�#SB[JMJBO�UFSSJUPSZ�

GSPN�BSFBT�PG�DPOnJDU��5IF�FYDFQUJPO� JT� UIF�DBTF�PG�$PMPNCJB�B�DPVOUSZ�XJUI�XIJDI�

Brazil shares a border. However, in this case, access to the Brazilian territory through 

land is hampered by geographical features and infrastructure in the Amazon region 

	BSFBT�PG�EFOTF�KVOHMF�GFX�SPBET�BOE�EJGmDVMU�BDDFTT
��&WFO�TP�UIF�WBTU�NBKPSJUZ�PG�

Latin American refugees in the country are of Colombian origin, having entered Brazil 

through the region of the Solimões River in Tabatinga (AM), Corumbá (MS) and Foz 

do Iguaçu (PR), for example. The second trend is the concentration of refugees from 

Africa and Latin America. Although there are refugees in Brazil of over seventy different 

OBUJPOBMJUJFT�EBUB�JOEJDBUFT�UIBU�UIF�EJTUSJCVUJPO�JT�DPODFOUSBUFE�JO�mWF�DPVOUSJFT��"OHPMB�

BDDPVOUT�GPS�����PG�UIF�SFGVHFF�QPQVMBUJPO�JO�UIF�DPVOUSZ�	�����QFPQMF
�, Colombia for 

BQQSPYJNBUFMZ�����XJUI�����QFPQMF�BOE�UIF�%FNPDSBUJD�3FQVCMJD�PG�$POHP�GPS�����PG�

UIF�UPUBM�	����QFPQMF
��-JCFSJB�	����QFPQMF
�BOE�*SBR�	����JOEJWJEVBMT
�NBLF�VQ�BOPUIFS�

�����"MPOF�UIFTF�mWF�OBUJPOT�DPWFS�NPSF�UIBO�����PG�UIF�FOUJSF�SFGVHFF�QPQVMBUJPO�

in Brazil.

5IF�SFHJPOBM�QSPmMF�PG�SFGVHFF�DPOUJOHFOUT�JT�DPNNPO�CFDBVTF�GPS�SFBTPOT�TVDI�BT�

FBTZ� BDDFTT� MJOHVJTUJD� QSPYJNJUZ� BOE�DVMUVSBM� SBDJBM� BOE� �� PS� SFMJHJPVTø BGmOJUZ�NPTU�

refugees seek refuge in neighboring or nearby countries. Thus, refugee movement 

tends to be concentrated regionally. In this sense, the participation of Latin Americans 

in the general data is not surprising. On the other hand, we might highlight the 

TJHOJmDBOU�QSFTFODF�PG�"GSJDBOT�NBJOMZ�"OHPMBOT�BOE�$POHPMFTF��"OHPMBOT�BSSJWFE�

JO� UIF�DPVOUSZ� JO� UIF�FBSMZ�����T�BT�DMBOEFTUJOF� JNNJHSBOUT�NBJOMZ�PO�TIJQT�PS�PO�

DPNNFSDJBM�nJHIUT��5IFZ�BSSJWFE�JO�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�BOE�4ÍP�1BVMP�EJTQMBDFE�CZ�WJPMFOU�

DPOnJDUT� UIBU� SBWBHFE� UIFJS� DPVOUSZ��0OF� SFBTPO� UIBU� FYQMBJOT� UIFJS� QSFTFODF� JT� UIF�

cultural and linguistic proximity, which, in the minds of refugees is a key to the choice 

of the country of refuge. Several Brazilian soap operas are broadcasted in Angola; 

Portuguese is the national language and there is a strong and historic African presence 

in Brazil. Many also claim that the image of Brazil as a hospitable country served 

as an incentive for coming. In the last decades, important routes of informal trade 

IBWF�EFWFMPQFE�BOE�UIFSF�BSF�EBJMZ�EFQBSUVSFT�PG�EJSFDU�nJHIUT�GSPN�-VBOEB�UP�3JP�EF�

Janeiro and São Paulo.

*U�JT�JNQPSUBOU�UP�OPUF�UIBU�XIJMF�UIF�mSTU�HSPVQ�PG�"OHPMBO�SFGVHFFT���BOE�$POHPMFTF���

EBUFT�CBDL�UP�UIF�FBSMZ�����T�UIFZ�DPOUJOVF�UP�BSSJWF�JO�#SB[JM�UPEBZ��5IJT�GBDU�JT�KVTUJmFE�

���"T�PG������NBOZ�"OHPMBOT�JO�QSPUSBDUFE�SFGVHFF�TJUVBUJPOT�JO�#SB[JM�XJMM�IBWF�UIFJS�SFGVHFF�TUBUVT�SFWPLFE�

according to a resolution by CONARE and the National Council of Immigration (CNIg). These individuals will 

receive a permanent resident permit, allowing for rights of residence and all guarantees established by law, 

but no longer participating in UNHCR and civil society programs devoted to refugee populations.

Refugee 

movement tends 

to be concentrated 

regionally.
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CZ�UIF�JNQPSUBODF�PG�TPDJBM�OFUXPSLT�JO�TIBQJOH�SFGVHFFT��MJWFT�BOE�TVSWJWBM�TUSBUFHJFT��

Refugees who adapt to the country build affective, economic, religious and cultural 

relations locally, making their precarious presence more stable. In the process, family 

and friends, left behind in their home countries, arrive and, as a consequence, new 

circuits and dynamic interactions are formed. These social networks are fundamental 

for understanding the mobility patterns of the refugee population in Brazil and also 

their survival strategies. Many live off the sale of goods between the two countries, 

especially consumer goods such as clothing and footwear, and social networks also 

act as nodes of this informal exchange economy. In addition, social networks are 

TJHOJmDBOU�GPS�UIF�QSPDFTT�PG� JOJUJBM�BDDFQUBODF�BOE�JOUFHSBUJPO�QBSUJDVMBSMZ� JO�VSCBO�

areas where housing costs and the intensity of social interactions are high. Newcomers 

stay at the home of fellow refugees and compatriots serve as linguistic and cultural 

USBOTMBUPST�PG�BQQMJDBOUT�JO�WBSJPVT�PDDBTJPOT�JODMVEJOH�JO�PGmDJBM�FODPVOUFST�TVDI�BT�

during interviews for the refugee status determination process.

Other important factors in the dynamics of refugee populations residing in Brazil are its 

DPODFOUSBUJPO�JO�VSCBO�BSFBT�GPMMPXJOH�UIF�XPSMEXJEF�USFOE�PCTFSWFE�TJODF������BOE�

its inclusion in precarious socioeconomic local spaces. The vast majority of refugees 

are concentrated in the regions of Greater Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Exception 

is made to resettled refugees who are allocated in targeted cities, previously agreed 

by governmental and non-governmental actors involved in the resettlement program. 

"T�XF�TIBMM�TFF�JO�UIF�DBTF�PG�3JP�UIF�EJGmDVMUJFT�FYQFSJFODFE�CZ�SFGVHFF�HSPVQT�BSF�

similar to the many challenges routinely faced by those living in large metropolises.
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Figure 8.�,QWHJUDWHG�9LVLRQ�RI�WKH�LQVWUXPHQWV�IRU�3URWHFWLRQ�RI�5HIXJHHV

Challenges of humanitarian protection  

of refugees in Rio de Janeiro

The Province of Rio de Janeiro, and in particular the Greater Rio Area (comprising 

the city of Rio de Janeiro and the municipalities of the lowland surroundings, known 

as Baixada Fluminense), are responsible for receiving more than half of the refugee 

QPQVMBUJPO� PG� #SB[JM�� 5IJT� GBDU� JT� KVTUJmFE� CZ� UIF� DFOUSBMJUZ� PG� 3JP� EF� +BOFJSP� PO� UIF�

national scene, as an important pole of economic production, and on the world stage, 

as a pole of tourist attraction and representative of the Brazilian imaginary abroad. Both 

factors are central to the attraction of refugees to the state, combined with the historical 

presence and ever growing social networks of immigrants from different countries and 

MFHBM�TUBUVT��3FDFOU�SFTFBSDI�IBT�TIPXO�UIBU�BCPVU�����PG�UIF�SFGVHFFT�IBE�BU�MFBTU�

POF�QBSFOU�BOE�����IBE�B�GSJFOE�PS�BDRVBJOUBODF�SFTJEJOH�JO�#SB[JM�	#BFOJOHFS�BOE�

#FSUJOP�����
�EBUB� UIBU�QSPWFT� UIF�TUSPOH� JNQBDU�PG�OFUXPSLT� JO� UIF�BUUSBDUJPO�BOE�

retention of refugee populations in Brazil and in Rio de Janeiro.

-BUF������EBUB�TIPXT�UIBU�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�IPTUT������SFGVHFFT�JO�SFHVMBS�TJUVBUJPO��0G�

UIFTF������BSF�NFO�BOE�����XPNFO�BOE�����QFPQMF�JO�UPUBM�BSF�VOEFS�����"T�TFFO�

JO� UIF� UBCMF�CFMPX�PWFS�����PG� UIF� SFGVHFF�QPQVMBUJPO� JO�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP� JT�DPNJOH�

from Angola (which accounts for half of the total population), Democratic Republic of 

Congo and Colombia. Other countries of origin present strong variation, although the 

African continent remains largely responsible for the diversity of nationalities among 

the refugees in the state.

The Province of 

Rio de Janeiro, 

and in particular 

the Greater Rio 

Area (comprising 

the city of Rio de 

Janeiro and the 

municipalities 

of the lowland 

surroundings, 

known as Baixada 

Fluminense), are 

responsible for 

receiving more than 

half of the refugee 

population of Brazil. 

National Plan - Act 9474/97

Regional Plan

Cartagena 

Declaration (1984),

Declaration and Plan 

of Action

Mexico (2004) and 

Brasilia Declaration 

(2010)

International Plan

UN Convention (1951) 

and  Additional 

Protocol (1967)
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Figure 9. 'LVWULEXWLRQ�RI�UHIXJHH�SRSXODWLRQ�LQ�WKH�6WDWH�RI�5LR�GH�-DQHLUR��E\�
FRXQWU\�RI�RULJLQ�

Source: Caritas Archdiocese of Rio de Janeiro, November/2010

The refugee population in the province of Rio de Janeiro is heavily concentrated in 

VSCBO�BSFBT��5IJT� JT�BMTP�B�OBUJPOBM�BOE�HMPCBM� USFOE��BDDPSEJOH�UP������EBUB�NPSF�

UIBO�����PG�UIF�XPSME�T�SFGVHFFT�MJWF�JO�DJUJFT��6SCBO�BSFBT�QSFTFOU�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�	CFUUFS�

chances of getting resources and services, the possibility of anonymity and sense of 

security) and also risks to refugee communities, such as increased vulnerability to 

exploitation, arbitrary detentions and competition with the poorest for the worst jobs, 

BT�IJHIMJHIUFE�CZ� UIF�6/)$3�	����
��5IFTF�EJGmDVMUJFT�BSF�QBSU�PG� UIF�EBJMZ� MJWFT�PG�

refugees in Rio de Janeiro.

Geographically, the refugee population is distributed at the provincial level mainly in 

the cities of Rio de Janeiro, in some municipalities in the Lowlands (particularly Duque 

de Caxias and Nilópolis) and, in smaller numbers, in the coastal region, especially in 

Macae. Macae concentrates refugees who have some experience in port and maritime 

 COUNTRY 180%(5�2)�5()8*((6

� Angola ����

2 DR Congo ���

3 Colombia ���

4 Haiti ���

5 Bolivia ���

6 Liberia ��

7 Cuba ��

8 Iraq ��

9 Somalia ��

�� Sierra Leone ��

11 Guinea-Bissau ��

12 Nigeria ��

Other countries ���

TOTAL 2537
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BDUJWJUJFT�BOE�UIVT�XIP�FOE�VQ�mOEJOH�CFUUFS�FNQMPZNFOU�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�JO�UIF�DJUZ�EVF�

to the expansion of the port, naval and oil exploration sectors. It can be said that, in 

general, refugees are usually allocated in the tertiary sector, especially in the sale of 

non-durables products, in local trade and the provision of routine services (construction 

helpers, loaders and informal activities). Most of them work in the informal sector and 

suffer from problems similar to those faced by the less privileged classes in urban 

centers. There are also cases of refugees working in the tourism industry as guides, 

interpreters and travel agents, as the knowledge of other languages   can function as 

an element of differentiation desired by employers in the sector. Others work as private 

teachers (English and French) and, in rare cases, as teachers in the formal education 

sectors. Finally, there are still refugee artisans who sell their products at fairs and street 

markets.

In general terms, we can say that the employability of refugees is precarious in the 

QSPWJODF��"HHSFHBUFE�EBUB� GSPN�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�BOE�4ÍP�1BVMP� TIPXFE� UIBU�������

of working-age refugees were working, although more than half occupied informal 

KPCT� 	#BFOJOHFS� BOE� #FSUJOP� ����
�� 4PNF� PG� UIF� GBDUPST� UIBU� FYQMBJO� UIFTF� JTTVFT�

BSF�MBOHVBHF�EJGmDVMUJFT�BOE�MPX�FEVDBUJPOBM�RVBMJmDBUJPO��%FTQJUF�UIF�BWBJMBCJMJUZ�PG�

Portuguese courses and agreements and partnerships with training centers such as 

SENAI and SENAC, many fail to attend classes or are unable to afford the costs, even 

if subsidized, of professional courses and required material. The distance between 

place of residence and training centers increases transportation costs that many 

cannot afford. Normally, poor education and lack of perspective in the labor market 

serve as discouragement to a greater engagement of these groups. Even in situations 

XIFSF�UIFZ�IBWF�HPPE�FEVDBUJPOBM�BOE�QSPGFTTJPOBM�CBDLHSPVOE�	CBDIFMPS�T�EFHSFF�

long work experience), refugees face problems of job placement. One of the factors 

UIBU� FYQMBJO� UIJT�EJGmDVMUZ� JT� UIF� DPTU� CVSFBVDSBDZ�BOE� TMPXOFTT� JO� UIF� SFWBMJEBUJPO�

of diplomas obtained abroad. Many even fail to obtain the necessary documentation 

required for revalidation in Brazil, due to the loss of their property and the fact that they 

IVSSJFEMZ� MFGU� UIFJS�QMBDFT�PG� SFTJEFODF��5IFZ� UIVT�mOE� UIFNTFMWFT�PCMJHFE� UP�PCUBJO�

the documents from their home countries, even though refugee status implies the 

cessation of ties with their country of origin, even if temporarily. 

There is also a cultural gap for some refugees. From countries ravaged by war and 

DPOnJDU� NBSLFE� CZ� UIF� DPMMBQTF� PG� UIF� JOTUJUVUJPOT� BOE� TUSVDUVSFT� PG� QSPEVDUJPO�

many refugees have never been formally inserted in the labor market and are thus 

accustomed to a less regulated and disciplined, though hard, routine. In addition, 

most of the refugees in the state are quite young and therefore have little or no work 

experience. Therefore, precarious employment and unemployment are a problem even 

more salient for the refugee population in Rio de Janeiro than for locals.

An equally important element that affects different groups is the perception of 
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employers and the general public about who refugees are. There is a veiled tendency, 

but highly widespread, especially in municipalities of Greater Rio Area, that refugees 

are fugitives, criminals in their home countries, who have found sanctuary along with 

local outlaws. Thus, when informed that candidates are refugees, a mechanism of fear 

and suspicion is installed, imposing on the refugee a misleading stigma of banditry 

BOE�UVSOJOH�UIFN�JOUP�TPDJBM�PVUDBTUT��1SFKVEJDF�JT�DPNQPVOEFE�CZ�UIF�SBDJBM�QSPmMF�PG�

the refugee population in Rio, mostly of African (black) or indigenous ascendancy and 

phenotype (Latin American). In this sense, the racial discrimination that affects groups 

of Brazilians also affects refugee groups, adding another level of socio-economic 

exclusion to the dynamics of integration. In the case of Angolan and Congolese 

refugees, there was, for many years, a common assertion that refugees were guerrilla 

mHIUFST�JO�UIFJS�DPVOUSJFT��DJWJM�XBS�BOE�UIBU�JO�3JP�UIFZ�XFSF�USBJOJOH�ESVH�EFBMFST�BOE�

militias in favelas on tactics of urban warfare. Obviously, these different readings and 

imaginaries on refugees help to shape an inhospitable and xenophobic atmosphere 

for these groups. 

1SFKVEJDF�JT�UIVT�BO�JNQPSUBOU�GBDUPS�FYQMBJOJOH�UIF�EJGmDVMUJFT�PG�JOUFHSBUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT�

in the state, despite the image conventionally accepted that the people of Brazil in 

general, and of Rio in particular, are open and receptive to foreigners. Recent research 

CZ� UIF�6OJUFE�/BUJPOT�1SPHSBN� GPS�%FWFMPQNFOU� 	6/%1�����
� TIPXFE� UIBU� BMNPTU�

half of Brazilian respondents are contrary to an open immigration policy and advocate 

SJHJE� GPSNT�PG�DPOUSPM�PWFS� GPSFJHOFST� JO�OBUJPOBM� UFSSJUPSZ��"DDPSEJOH� UP�6/%1� i����

PG�#SB[JMJBOT�BSF� JO� GBWPS�PG� MJNJUJOH�PS�QSPIJCJUJOH� JNNJHSBUJPO�BOE�BOPUIFS�����TBZ�

that Brazil must allow people to arrive as long as there are available jobs”. In part, 

the prejudice against foreigners is due to the production of difference as a disruptive 

element of the social tissue, usually associated with the perception that they will usurp 

welfare systems and social welfare, steal jobs and stimulate local and transnational 

crime. Thus, for example, refugees and immigrants from Colombia are regularly 

BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI�ESVH�USBGmDLJOH�QSBDUJDFT�FTQFDJBMMZ�BT�iNVMFTw�	QFPQMF�XIP�BSF�QBJE�

to cross the border with drugs, usually for little money   and in conditions which endanger 

their physical safety). In the Greater Rio Area, these perceptions are encouraged by the 

DMJNBUF�PG�JOTFDVSJUZ�MJOLFE�UP�UIF�mHIU�BHBJOTU�ESVHT�BOE�XFBQPOT��USBGmDLJOH�BOE�UIF�

construction of slum areas as lawless zones under fragile state control. Thus, refugees 

become excluded by their status of aliens (and by the attributes derived therefrom), 

and because they inhabit, geographically and symbolically, the spaces of urban 

NBSHJOBMJUZ��5IF�TPDJBM�TUJHNB�BUUSJCVUFE�UP�UIF�SFGVHFFT�EFmOFT�UIFJS�PXO�JEFOUJUZ�BOE�

generate, as a consequence, the attempt to remove the legal status of these groups. 

Hence, there is pressure by refugee communities and institutions working with these 

HSPVQT� UP� SFNPWF� UIF�XPSE� iSFGVHFFw� GSPN� JEFOUJmDBUJPO�DBSET� 	/BUJPOBM�3FHJTUSZ�PG�

Foreigners - RNE).
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"� USFOE� UIBU� JT� FWJEFOU� JO� UIF� SFGVHFF� DPNNVOJUZ� BT� B� SFnFDUJPO� PG� XJEFS� TPDJBM�

USBOTGPSNBUJPOT� JT� UIF� VTF� PG� EJHJUBM� NFEJB� CPUI� GPS� DPNNVOJDBUJPO�JOGPSNBUJPO�

purposes, as well as maintenance of affective and familiar bonds. Today, the digitization 

of everyday life that affects the vast majority of the population is also a common 

phenomenon in the lives of refugees in Rio de Janeiro. However, as is the case of the 

poorest classes, refugees have few resources to purchase their own computers and 

BSF�OPU�TVCKFDUT�PG�BOE���PS�BSF�OPU�DPOTJEFSFE�JO�QVCMJD�QPMJDJFT�BOE�QSJWBUF�JOJUJBUJWFT�

for digital inclusion. The consequence is an additional expense with Internet access 

and online services that reduces even further their ability to support themselves. 

Another challenge faced by refugees refers to the issue of housing. As a result of the 

QSFDBSJPVTOFTT�PG�MBCPS�SFMBUJPOT�B�TJHOJmDBOU�QSPQPSUJPO�PG�SFGVHFFT�JO�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�

ends up living in risk areas and slums. In the city of Rio de Janeiro, they are concentrated 

on Complex da Penha slums, Maré and Alemão; in Duque de Caxias, in the region of 

Gramacho. They often inhabit shacks in unsanitary conditions, and many share small 

houses with dozens of other people. In follow-up visits, we reported cases of six, seven 

people sharing a single small room. Many still live in rented rooms in downtown Rio 

and surroundings. There are several cases of refugees who, evicted for nonpayment, 

live temporarily with compatriots and in constant apprehension about their future. The 

situation is particularly precarious for newly arrived refugees and asylum seekers, 

who can only count with the support of care institutions. In an attempt to minimize the 

QSPCMFN�JO������$BSJUBT�PG�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�DSFBUFE�B�IPVTF�JO�UIF�SFHJPO�PG�1FOIB�UP�

support the refugees. The house has just over a dozen beds to temporarily receive the 

neediest. To make matters worse, the house now has restrictions of gender, harboring 

POMZ�TJOHMF�NFO��8PNFO�BOE�SFGVHFF�GBNJMJFT�mOE�UIFNTFMWFT�JO�FWFO�NPSF�EFTQFSBUF�

conditions and end up relying only on temporary subsidies granted by UNHCR and 

QBSUOFS�BHFODJFT��%FNBOE�GPS�IPVTJOH�CFOFmUT�HSFBUMZ�FYDFFET�UIF�DVSSFOU�DBQBDJUZ��

Unlike other cities (São Paulo, for instance, has a house of safe haven for migrants 

with hundreds of beds, psychological support services, integrated care and feeding), 

the city of Rio de Janeiro has no similar structure. The refugees are thus dependent 

on the meager support of Catholic organizations and the already scarce resources of 

members of the resident refugee community.

Another challenge refers to access to public services in many different levels. 

Education and health are a priority for the survival of these groups, but although the 

SJHIU�PG�BDDFTT�JT�HVBSBOUFFE�CZ�OBUJPOBM�BOE�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�MBXT�NBOZ�mOE�EJGmDVMUJFT�

UP�CF�BENJUUFE� JO�IPTQJUBMT�BOE�DMJOJDT�BOE� UP�FOSPMM�BOE� ��PS�PCUBJO� UIFJS� SFDPSET� JO�

QVCMJD�TDIPPMT��*O�QBSU�UIF�EJGmDVMUJFT�BSF�FYQMBJOFE�CZ�UIF�MBDL�PG�QSFQBSBUJPO�PG�UIF�

staff that ignores the legal status of refugees and its peculiarities. Thus, apart from 

UIF�QSPCMFNT�BMTP�BGnJDUJOH�UIF�#SB[JMJBOT�JO�UIJT�mFME�SFGVHFFT�PGUFO�GBDF�BEEJUJPOBM�

problems arising from lack of information and training. The following case, reported by 
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TFWFSBM�SFGVHFFT�JO�3JP�JMMVTUSBUFT�TPNF�PG�UIFTF�EJGmDVMUJFT��&WFSZ�SFGVHFF�DBSSJFT�BO�

JEFOUJmDBUJPO�EPDVNFOU��UIF�/BUJPOBM�3FHJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHOFST�	3/&
��5IF�*%�JTTVFE�CZ�

the Federal Police, is valid for two years and may be renewed. However, since there is 

a long delay in the issuance and delivery of RNE, most refugees live with a protocol, 

B� TNBMM� QJFDF� PG� QBQFS� mMMFE� CZ� IBOE� BOE� PG� SPVHI� BQQFBSBODF� BT� QSPPG� PG� UIFJS�

regular situation in the country. Many basic services, including health services, but also 

banking and notary services, require presentation of an identity document. Public and 

private institutions have systematically refused to provide service to refugees, arguing 

that the protocol does not constitute a valid identity document. The distance between 

legal rights and ordinary access to these rights, for reasons as menial as this, make 

SFGVHFF�MJWFT�JO�3JP�QBSUJDVMBSMZ�EJGmDVMU�

Some initiatives were developed by Caritas (CARJ) to establish partnerships with 

TQFDJmD� IPTQJUBMT� BOE� DMPTF� DPOUBDU� XJUI� GPS� FYBNQMF� TDIPPM� EJSFDUPST� BOE� CBOL�

managers to facilitate and improve service to refugees. Many of these partnerships are 

CVJMU�CBTFE�PO�UIF�EFNBOET�BOE�EJGmDVMUJFT�SFQPSUFE�XIFO�BDDFTTJOH�EBJMZ�TFSWJDFT�

and are maintained through informal personal contacts. Therefore, it is necessary 

that the municipal and state authorities engage more actively in this process, 

decentralizing training services, integrating and institutionalizing new partnerships 

and contributing to improve the quality and access to services. Refugees still face 

EJGmDVMUJFT�JO�QBSUJDJQBUJOH�JO�HPWFSONFOU�TPDJBM�QSPHSBNT��3FTFBSDI�EBUB�PO�UIF�MJWJOH�

DPOEJUJPOT�PG�SFGVHFFT�JO�#SB[JM�TIPXFE�UIBU�POMZ������PG�UIF�QPQVMBUJPO�BSF�JODMVEFE�

JO�HPWFSONFOU�BTTJTUBODF�QSPHSBNT�	#PMTB�'BNÓMJB
�BOE�����SFDFJWFE�TPNF�GPSN�PG�

mOBODJBM�TVQQPSU� GSPN�6/)$3�	#BFOJOHFS�BOE�#FSUJOP�����
��5IFTF�EJGmDVMUJFT�BSF�

due to the inability to present the documents required by the agencies (proof of income 

and residence, for example), compounded by the lack of knowledge about the support 

available and the rights and guarantees extended to refugees. Therefore, due to the 

EJGmDVMUJFT�FODPVOUFSFE�JO�SFMBUJPO�UP�UIF�JTTVFT�PG�FNQMPZNFOU�IPVTJOH�BOE�BDDFTT�

to services cited above, many refugees live in conditions of dependency, either of 

family and friends or of the little assistance obtained from the UNHCR and its partner 

organizations. 

&WFO�GBDJOH�BMM� UIFTF�EJGmDVMUJFT�UIF�SFGVHFF�QPQVMBUJPO�JO�3JP�EF�+BOFJSP�LFFQT�UIF�

hope for better days and continues to value their city and host society. Many refugees 

participate actively in their communities, in cultural, social and religious activities. The 

richness and diversity of their stories and traditions are often present in their artistic 

and cultural interventions. For example, refugee artists have set up partnerships with 

non-governmental organizations, such as Ação Comunitária. Many refugees have 

also added to the syncretic religious landscape of the city, through the establishment 

of cults and religions of African origin. A group of Congolese and Angolan refugees 

has also established a collective organization, known as CACB, whose main function 
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is to organize meetings, set up a common political agenda and articulate proposals 

for improving refugee livelihoods in Rio. These forms of collective organization are 

the key to improving the articulation of refugees and to create spaces of conviviality 

and solidarity, to preserve and retrieve individual and social memories and to expand 

FYDIBOHFT�CFUXFFO�SFGVHFFT�BOE�UIF�DPNNVOJUJFT�XIFSF�UIFZ�MJWF�	1FUSVT�����
�

There are also relevant efforts to expand and strengthen the institutional networks of 

support and assistance to refugees at the provincial level. São Paulo was a pioneer 

in this direction with the creation of the Provincial Committee for Refugees. The 

*OUFSTFDUPSBM� 1SPWJODJBM� $PNNJUUFF� GPS� 3FGVHFF�� 1PMJDJFT� PG� 3JP� (Comitê Intersetorial 

de Políticas de Atenção para os Refugiados)� DSFBUFE� JO� ����� IBT� UIF�NJTTJPO� UP�

promote actions and policies that foster the local integration of refugees in Rio, in order 

to see their demands met in the areas of health, housing, job creation, education, 

access to services, among others. The Rio Committee developed, within the large 

scope of human rights protection, a Provincial Plan of Refugee Policies that includes 

several initiatives and programs in order to improve access to services and rights for 

the refugee community�. 

Brazil has a centralized system at the federal level (CONARE) with regard to status 

determination and protection policies for refugees. To a large extent, protection has 

been interpreted restrictively, often subsumed into the idea of legal recognition and 

permanence of refugees in the country and the delimitation of their rights and obligations 

within the national legal framework. Although rights of residence are paramount, social, 

economic and cultural rights need to be incorporated into the larger debate on refugee 

protection. Accordingly, it is important to increase the decentralization of refugee 

protection administrative structures, as local governments and agencies are those 

closer and more aware of the reality of refugee communities. At the same time, refugees 

and their organized groups feel closer to these institutions, since they daily resort to 

them, know their staff and their intricacies. Often these relationships are tense and 

laden with anxieties, frustrations and distrust. But proximity and familiarity are important 

UP�QSPNPUF�B�CFUUFS�EJBMPHVF�CFUXFFO�SFGVHFFT�HPWFSONFOUT�BOE�DJWJM�TPDJFUZøTP�UIBU�

QPMJDJFT�NBZ�MFBE�UP�UIF�NPTU�FGmDJFOU�BOE�TVJUBCMF�TVQQPSU�GPS�JOUFHSBUJPO��5IF�OFFE�GPS�

more equitable, transparent and democratic decision-making procedures regarding 

policies to and for refugees is essential. It seems that the local integration of refugees 

is largely dependent on making refugees themselves a central actor in the process 

of formulating and implementing protection policies. The active participation of civil 

society alongside the refugees themselves are necessary elements for an effective 

���5IF������1MBO�XBT�EJTDVTTFE�CZ�6/)$3�1SPWJODJBM�BVUIPSJUJFT�BOE�DJWJM�TPDJFUZ�HSPVQT��5IF�ESBGU�PG�UIF�

1MBO�XBT�IFBWJMZ�JOnVFODFE�CZ�BO�FBSMJFS�WFSTJPO�PG�UIJT�QBQFS�BOE�B�TIPSUFS�EJBHOPTJT�DPNNJTTJPOFE�CZ�

the Provincial Government regarding refugee livelihoods in Rio. A full version of the Plan can be found at: 

IUUQ���EPXOMPBE�SK�HPW�CS�EPDVNFOUPT��������������%-'&�������QEG�QMBOP@FTUBEVBM@QPMJUJDBT@BUFODBP@

SFGVHJBEPT@DPOTVMUB@QVCMJDB�QEG�QEG
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http://download.rj.gov.br/documentos/10112/556509/DLFE-47406.pdf/plano_estadual_politicas_atencao_refugiados_consulta_publica.pdf.pdf
http://download.rj.gov.br/documentos/10112/556509/DLFE-47406.pdf/plano_estadual_politicas_atencao_refugiados_consulta_publica.pdf.pdf
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democratization of the complex dynamics of local integration.
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